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Abstract  
We consider the most general form of Bianchi types VIII and IX space-times for studying 
proper affine symmetry by using holonomy and decomposability, the rank of the 66×  
Riemann matrix and direct integration techniques. Studying proper affine symmetry in 
the above space-times it is shown that there exists only one possibilty when the above 
space-times admit proper affine vector field.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 Affine symmetry which preserves the geodesic structure and affine parameter of a 
space-time carries significant information and interest in the Einstein’s theory of general 
relativity. It is therefor important to study this symmetry. In this paper we are interested 
to find the existence of proper affine vector fields in Bianchi types VIII and IX space-
times by using holonomy and decomposability, the rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix and 
direct integration techinques. Let ),( gM  be a space-time with M  a smooth connected 
Hausdorff four dimensional manifold and g  a smooth metric of Lorentz signature (-, +, 
 2
+, +) on .M  The curvature tensor associated with ,g  through Levi-Civita connection, is 
denoted in component form by .bcdaR  The usual covariant, partial and Lie derivatives are 
denoted by a semicolon, a comma and the symbol ,L  respectively. Round and square 
brackets denote the usual symmetrization and skew-symmetrization, respectively. The 
space-time M  will be assumed nonflat in the sense that the Riemann tensor does not 
vanish over any non-empty open subset of .M   
 A vector field Z  on M  is called an affine vector field if it satisfies  
   dabcdbca ZRZ =;       (1)  
or equivalently,  
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The covariant derivative of any vector fields Z  on M  can be decomposed into its 
symmetric and skew-symmetric parts  
  ababba FhZ += 2
1
;  ),( baabbaab FFhh −==    (2) 
then equation (1) is equivalent to  
  .0)()(0)( ;;; === ccabdabcdcabcab ZFiiiZRFiihi    (3) 
If ,,2 Rccgh abab ∈=  then the vector field Z  is called homothetic (and Killing if 0=c ). 
The vector field Z  is said to be proper affine if it is not homothetic vector field and also 
Z  is said to be proper homothetic vector field if it is not Killing vector field on M  [3]. 
Define the subspace pS  of the tangent space MTp  to M  at p  as those MTk p∈  
satisfying  
    .0=dabcd kR       (4)  
2. Affine Vector Fields  
 Suppose that M  is a simple connected space-time. Then the holonomy group of 
M  is a connected Lie subgroup of the idenity component of the Lorentz group and is 
thus characterized by its subalgebra in the Lorentz algebra. These have been labeled into 
fifteen types 151 RR −  [2]. It follows from [3] that the only such space-times which could 
admit proper affine vector fields are those which admit nowhere zero covariantly constant 
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second order symmetric tensor field .abh  This forces the holonomy type to be either ,2R  
,3R  ,4R  ,6R  ,7R  ,8R  ,10R  11R  or 13R  [3]. A study of the affine vector fields for the 
above holonomy type can be found in [3]. It follows from [3] that the rank of the 66×  
Riemann matrix of the above space-times which have holonomy type ,2R  ,3R  ,4R  ,6R  
,7R  ,8R  ,10R  11R  or 13R  is atmost three. Hence for studying affine vector fields we are 
interested in those cases when the rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix is less than or equal 
to three.  
3. MAIN RESULTS  
 Consider the space-times in the usual coordinate system ),,,( zyxt  (labeled by 
),,,,( 3210 xxxx  respectively) with line element [1]  
,)()()())()(( 222222 dzyftBdytBdzyfdxtAdtds ++′++−=    (5) 
where )(tA  and )(tB  are no where zero functions of t  only and prime denotes the 
derivative with respect to .y  For yyf sin)( =  or yyf sinh)( =  the above space-time (5) 
becomes Bianchi type IX or Bianchi type VIII space-time, respectively. The above space-
time admits four linearly independent Killing vector fields which are  
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The non-zero independent components of the Riemann tensor are  
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Writing the curvature tensor with components abcdR  at p  as a 66×  symmetric matrix 
[4]  
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As mentioned in section 2, the space-times which can admit proper affine vector fields 
have holonomy type ,2R  ,3R  ,4R  ,6R  ,7R  ,8R  ,10R  11R  or 13R  and the rank of the 
66×  Riemann matrix is atmost three. Hence, we are only interested in those cases when 
the rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix is less than or equal to three (excluding the flat 
cases), thus after some lengthy and tedious calculation we find that there exists only one 
possibility which is: ,0=tA  0=tB  and the rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix is 3.  
In this case ,0=tA  ,0=tB  the rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix is 3 and there exists a 
unique (up to a multiple) nowhere zero timelike vector field aa tt ,=  satisfying 0; =bat  
(and from the Ricci identity 0=abcda tR ). Equations 0=tA  and ⇒= 0tB  aA =  and 
,bB =  where }.0{\, Rba ∈  Here, we assume that .ba ≠  The line element in this case is  
,)())(( 222222 dzyfbdybdzyfdxadtds ++′++−=     (8) 
The above space-time is 1+3 decomposable. Affine vector fields in this case [3] are  
  ,)( 65 Zt
ctcZ ′+∂
∂+=        (9) 
where Rcc ∈65 ,  and Z ′  is a homothetic vector field in the induced geometry on each of 
the three dimensional submanifolds of constant .t  The completion of the case needs to 
find a homothetic vector field in the induced geometry of the submanifolds of constant .t  
The induced metric αβg  (where 3,2,1, =βα ) with non zero components is given by  
),()(,, 22332211 yfbyfagbgag +′===  ).(13 yfag ′=      (10) 
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A vector field Z ′  is a homothetic vector field if it satisfies 
,3,2,1,,2 =∀=′ baggLZ αβαβ φ  where .R∈φ  One can expand the homothetic equation 
and using (10) to get  
φ=′+ 31,11, )( ZyfZ           (11) 
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Equation (14) implies ),,(12 zxFyZ += φ  where ),(1 zxF  is a function of integration. 
Differentiating equation (11) and (12) with respect to y  and ,x  respectively and after 
subtracting we get .
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2Z  in the previous 
equation and upon integration we get  
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where ),(2 zyF  is a function of integration. Using the above information in equation (11) 
we get ),,(),(
)(
)( 311 zyFzxF
yfa
yfbxZ x +′′
′−= φ  where ),(3 zyF  is a function of integration. 
One has  
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In order to determine ),(),,( 21 zyFzxF  and ),(3 zyF  we need to integrate remaining 
three equations. To avoid lengthy calculation we will only present result here. If one 
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proceeds further, after some calculation one finds that ⇒= 0φ  no proper homothetic 
vector field exist in the induced geometry of the submanifolds of constant .t  Hence the 
homothetic vector fields in this case are Killing vector fields which are  
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where .,,, 4321 Rcccc ∈  Affine vector fields in this case are (from equation (9) and (19))  
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One can write the above equation (20) after subtracting Killing vector fields as  
    )0,0,0,(tZ =        (21) 
Clearly, in this case the above space-time (8) admits proper affine vector field.  
 
SUMMARY 
 In this paper a study of Bianchi types VIII and IX space-times according to their 
proper affine vector fields is given. An approach is developed to study proper affine 
vector fields in the above space-times by using the rank of the 66×  Riemann matrix and 
holonomy. From the above study we obtain that there exists only one possibilty when the 
above space-times admit proper affine vector fields. This is the case when the rank of the 
66×  Riemann matrix is three and there exists a nowhere zero independent timelike 
vector field which is the solution of equation (4) and is covariantly constant. In this case 
the space-times are given in equation (8) and they admit proper affine vector fields (for 
details see equation (20)).  
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